
Function and benefits

Off ice seating



Interiors for the living area of the office

We know what we’re doing

We could cite lots of reasons why we in particular are so 

well-versed at what we do. One of them is: we’ve seen a lot 

in the more than 140 years we’ve been a company, so much 

that we stick with the things of which we’re convinced. We 

have always worked to combine ergonomics, innovative 

production processes and ecology. 

Modern ways of working

The work environment is changing at a rapid pace. Trends 

such as demographic change require a rethinking of the way 

work is organised. But this also means that an office has to 

be designed to meet a variety of needs if it is to be used by 

all on an equal footing, including older people and people 

with a disability. Our products should also bring sustainable 

change to everyday office life and make a lasting contribu-

tion towards improving well-being in the workplace.
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netwin

Characteristics

With netwin everything is just right – the design, the 

workmanship, the ergonomics. And at a price that makes 

entry to the Sedus seat class easy. No matter where it is used, 

visually and functionally netwin always cuts a good figure.  

Because with the 12 different colours of the breathable 

backrest membrane and the three different model versions, 

any furnishing plan can be put into effect with ease. As easily 

as netwin can be individually adjusted for workplaces used by 

several people.

netwin product family
Swivel chair, four-leg version, cantilever chair

The test winner.
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Specification Benefits

Seat mechanism 
> Similar mechanism with patented quick adjustment,  

optional seat tilt adjustment (4 degrees)
> Single-handed adjustment to the individual user’s weight;  

readjustment instantly evident

Backrest
> Double cover on backrest in new patented membrane material  

(Wovenit®), a special fibre with memory effect
> Ergonomically shaped backrest with integrated lumbar support  

(height adjustable 70 mm)

> Double membrane provides perfect pressure distribution when 
leaning back; non-crease and easy-care, optimum resilience thanks  
to memory effect

> The protrusion of the lumbar support is always in the correct position 

Seat surface
> Anatomically shaped with gently rounded front edge of the seat

> Height adjustment with mechanical depth suspension

> Adjustable depth (adjustment range 60 mm)

> Always the right seating position and secure support; no unconscious  
“sliding forward”; rounded front edge of the seat to prevent blood  
from pooling 

> Full suspension of the body weight even in the bottom seat position;  
no compression of the spine

> High level of sitting comfort regardless of the user’s size

Armrests
> Height adjustable; 3D adjustable (height/depth/width) > Optimum support for the forearms; prevents tension in the shoulder  

and arm muscles
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quarterback

quarterback product family
Swivel chair, four-leg version, cantilever chair

Characteristics

In Sedus quarterback, we have an office swivel chair that 

provides plenty of space for productive well-being at first 

sight. With its extra high backrest, quarterback radiates 

secure support and offers a base for focused working in any 

position. But not just the backrest of the quarterback is 

convincing – with its dynamic lines, its striking silhouette 

and a wide range of feature and colour variants it also sets 

clear accents stylistically. 

Backrest with
membrane cover,  
comfort membrane  
or upholstery.
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Specification Benefits

Seat mechanism 
> Similar mechanism with patented quick adjustment,  

optional seat tilt adjustment (4 degrees)
> Single-handed adjustment to the individual user’s weight;  

readjustment instantly evident

Backrest
> Ergonomically shaped (with membrane cover, comfort membrane  

or upholstery)
> Integrated lumbar adjustment (height adjustable 80 mm),  

optional lumbar support depth adjustment (20 mm)

> Its high backrest provides secure support; optimum pressure distribution  
when leaning back

> The protrusion of the lumbar support is always in the correct position 

Seat surface
> Anatomically shaped with gently rounded front edge of the seat

> Height adjustment with mechanical depth suspension

> Adjustable depth (adjustment range 60 mm)

> Always the right seating position and secure support; no unconscious  
“sliding forward”; rounded front edge of the seat to prevent blood  
from pooling

> Full suspension of the body weight even in the bottom seat position;  
no compression of the spine

> High level of sitting comfort regardless of the user’s size

Armrests
> Height adjustable; 3D adjustable (height/depth/width) > Optimum support for the forearms; prevents tension in the shoulder  

and arm muscles

Neck support
> Height and tilt-adjustable > For optimum comfort when leaning back and perfect relief of strain  

on the neck muscles even when leaning right back
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se:do

se:do
Swivel chairs

Characteristics

Modern forms of work such as smart working or non-territorial 

space concepts, where various employees share one work- 

station, are driving demand for more flexible office furniture. 

The se:do swivel chair is the answer. Thanks to its easily 

adjustable ergonomic functions, it can be adapted to new users 

quickly and is ideal for multi-user workstations and open 

spaces. Add to that a high level of comfort and a distinct  

design and all this makes se:do a highly regarded team member 

in every respect.
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Specification Benefits

Seat mechanism 
> Similar mechanism with patented quick adjustment,  

optional seat tilt adjustment (4 degrees)
> Single-handed adjustment to the individual user‘s weight,  

readjustment instantly evident

Backrest
> Height-adjustable backrest, available in an upholstered and mesh version
> Backrest adjustable while seated

> Secure support in any working position
> Mesh backrest with Climacontrol membrane to regulate temperature

Seat surface
> Anatomically shaped with gently rounded front edge of the seat

> Height adjustment with mechanical depth suspension

> Always the right seating position and secure support, no unconscious 
“sliding forward”, rounded front edge of the seat to prevent blood  
from pooling

> Full suspension of the body weight even in the lowest seat position,  
no compression of the spine

Armrests
> Height-adjustable, 3D adjustable (height/depth/width) > Optimum support for the forearms, prevents tension in the shoulder  

and arm muscles

Neck support
> Height- and tilt-adjustable > For optimum comfort when leaning back and perfect relief of strain  

on the neck muscles even when leaning right back
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yeah!

Characteristics

With a plastic or fabric backrest. With upholstery in one or two 

colours. With 10 leather colours, more than 100 cover fabrics 

and 4 cross-shaped bases. A successful start to a new office 

culture. yeah! combines a straightforward design with the 

emphasis on striking details. A special feature: quick adjustment 

of the backrest pressure. The swivel chair is, therefore, ideal  

for multi-user workstations. yeah! is excellent value for money. 

yeah!
Swivel chairs
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Specification Benefits

Seat mechanism  
> Similar mechanism with patented quick adjustment,  

optional seat tilt adjustment (4 degrees)
> Single-handed adjustment to the individual user‘s weight,  

readjustment instantly evident

Backrest
> 2 backrest heights, ergonomically shaped backrest  

with integrated lumbar support
> Height of backrest adjusts (80 mm) by handle
> Optional lumbar support depth adjustment by means  

of a pneumatic cushion

> Optimum pressure distribution when leaning back,  
protrusion of the lumbar support is always in the correct position

Seat surface
> Anatomically shaped with gently rounded front edge  

of the seat

> Height adjustment with mechanical depth suspension

> Patented depth adjustment (60 mm greater seat depth)

> Always the right seating position and secure support, no unconscious 
“sliding forward”, rounded front edge of the seat to prevent blood  
from pooling

> Full suspension of the body weight even in the lowest seat position,  
no compression of the spine

> High level of seating comfort regardless of the user‘s size, seat always  
in the correct position to the backrest

Armrests
> Height-adjustable, 3D adjustable (height/depth/width) > Optimum support for the forearms, prevents tension in the shoulder  

and arm muscles
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early bird

Characteristics

Can design put you in a good mood? The congenial appearance of 

early bird is the answer. The open, balanced shape is reflected in 

its functional qualities – the early bird is technically sophisticat-

ed and mechanically durable with high quality workmanship. 

And ergonomically early bird offers exceptional comfort for 

everyone who works a lot while sitting. In addition, furnishing 

with early bird is straightforward, because it offers a highly 

functional and attractive programme for any area of use.

early bird product family
Swivel chairs,  
cantilever chair
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Specification Benefits

Seat mechanism 
> Similar mechanism (opening angle of 32 degrees) with body-synchronous  

sequence of movements; optional seat tilt adjustment (4 degrees)
> Maximum freedom of movement and comfort; natural relief for  

the muscles/discs; stimulation of natural metabolic processes

Backrest
> 2 backrest heights; ergonomically shaped backrest with integrated  

lumbar support (height adjustable 100 mm)
> Optimum pressure distribution when leaning back; protrusion of  

the lumbar support is always in the correct position

Seat surface
> Anatomically shaped with rising pelvis support

> Seat height adjustment (patented Sedo Lift mechanism)

> Patented depth adjustment (60 mm greater seat depth)

> Always the correct seating position and secure support in dynamic sitting;  
no unconscious “sliding forward”; correct position of the pelvis

> Long-lasting, non-wearing mechanism; full suspension of the body weight  
even in the bottom seat position; no compression of the spine

> High level of seating comfort regardless of the user’s size; seat always in  
the correct position to the backrest

Armrests
> 3D adjustable (height/depth/width) > Optimum support for the forearms; prevents tension in the shoulder  

and arm muscles

Neck support
> Height and tilt-adjustable > For optimum comfort when leaning back and perfect relief of strain  

on the neck muscles even when leaning right back
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black dot net

Characteristics

The membrane-covered backrest looks filigree and light, and 

has all the ergonomic advantages usually offered by Sedus. 

Thanks to the patented dorsokinetics and Similar mechanism, 

the backrest of the black dot net supports even extreme 

backwards and sideways movements. Five different membrane 

colours, three frame finishes plus the shape of the armrests 

provide all the design freedom any individual taste could 

require. The black dot net four-leg and cantilever versions  

also offer the same options for meeting and conference use.

black dot net product family
Swivel chair, four-leg version,  
cantilever chair
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Specification Benefits

Seat mechanism 
> Similar mechanism (opening angle of 32 degrees) with body-synchronous  

sequence of movements; optional seat tilt adjustment (4 degrees)
> Maximum freedom of movement and comfort; natural relief for  

the muscles/discs; stimulation of natural metabolic processes

Backrest 
> Backrest covered in patented membrane material Wovenit®,  

a special fibre with memory effect
> Backrest with patented dorsokinetic suspension

> Ergonomically shaped backrest with integrated lumbar support  
(height adjustable 80 mm; depth adjustable 10 mm)

> Membrane provides perfect pressure distribution when leaning back;  
non-crease and easy-care, optimum resilience thanks to memory effect 

> Backrest follows and synchronously supports all backwards and  
sideways movements

> Optimum pressure distribution when leaning back; protrusion of  
the lumbar support is always in the correct position

Seat surface 
> Anatomically shaped with seat pan and rising pelvis support

> Seat height adjustment (patented Sedo Lift mechanism)

> Patented depth adjustment (60 mm adjustment range)

> Always the correct seating position and secure support; no unconscious 
“sliding forward”; correct position of the pelvis

> Long-lasting, non-wearing mechanism; full suspension of the body weight 
even in the bottom seat position; no compression of the spine

> High level of seating comfort regardless of the user’s size; seat always  
in the correct position to the backrest 

Armrests 
> 3D adjustable (height/width/depth) > Optimum support for the forearms; prevents tension in the shoulder  

and arm muscles

Neck support
> Height and tilt-adjustable; 80 mm vertically, 25° to the front > Support for the neck muscles when the upper body is leaning right back; 

comfortable sitting-lying position possible
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black dot

Characteristics

black dot always has an activating effect wherever it is used. 

The dorsokinetic backrest and the new air- and moisture-per-

meable upholstery provide maximum comfort and freedom  

of movement when sitting. The design exemplifies the same 

high standards. black dot’s lines, colour concept and design 

details give any room a personal touch – whether individually 

or as an ensemble of swivel chair, four-leg version and 

cantilever chair. In short: black dot is a milestone of the  

new emotional office culture.

black dot product family
Swivel chairs, four-leg version,  
cantilever chair

The backrest with the patented  
dorsokinetic suspension supports  
the back at all times, even in turning  
and sideways movements.
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Specification Benefits

Seat mechanism 
> Similar mechanism (opening angle of 32 degrees) with body-synchronous  

sequence of movements; optional seat tilt adjustment (4 degrees)
> Maximum freedom of movement and comfort; natural relief for  

the muscles/discs; stimulation of natural metabolic processes

Backrest
> 3 backrest heights with patented dorsokinetic suspension  

of the backrest
> Backrest with integrated height adjustable lumbar support (80 mm)

> Backrest follows and synchronously supports all backwards and  
sideways movements

> Optimum pressure distribution when leaning back; protrusion of  
the lumbar support is always in the correct position

Seat surface
> Anatomically shaped with seat pan and rising pelvis support

> Seat height adjustment (patented Sedo Lift mechanism)

> Patented depth adjustment (60 mm adjustment range)

> Always the correct seating position and secure support, no unconscious  
“sliding forward”; correct position of the pelvis

> Long-lasting, non-wearing mechanism; full suspension of the body weight  
even in the bottom seat position; no compression of the spine

> High level of seating comfort regardless of the user’s size; seat always in  
the correct position to the backrest

Armrests
> 3D adjustable (height/depth/width) > Optimum support for the forearms; prevents tension in the shoulder  

and arm muscles

Neck support
> Height and tilt-adjustable; 80 mm vertically, 25° to the front > Support for the neck muscles when the upper body is leaning right back;  

comfortable sitting-lying position possible
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black dot 24

Characteristics

black dot and black dot net are characterised by the dorsokinetic 

backrest, thus providing maximum freedom of movement.  

black dot 24 is available for people weighing up to 150 kg.  

This special version of the black dot swivel chair also meets  

the high demands of use in 24-hour workplaces, for example in 

control centres or reception areas. black dot 24 has a standard 

sliding seat with thicker and wider seat upholstery, the Similar 

mechanism with reinforced springs and 3D adjustable armrests.

black dot 24 
Swivel chair
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Specification Benefits

Seat mechanism 
> Similar mechanism (opening angle of 32 degrees) with body-synchronous  

sequence of movements
> Maximum freedom of movement and comfort; natural relief for  

the muscles/discs; stimulation of natural metabolic processes

Backrest
> Backrest (with membrane cover or upholstery) with patented  

dorsokinetic suspension
> Backrest with integrated height-adjustable lumbar support (80 mm); 

optional lumbar support depth adjustment (for backrest with  
membrane cover)

> Backrest follows and synchronously supports all backwards and  
sideways movements

> Optimum pressure distribution when leaning back; protrusion of  
the lumbar support is always in the correct position

Seat surface
> Anatomically shaped with seat pan and rising pelvis support

> Seat height adjustment (patented Sedo Lift mechanism)

> Patented depth adjustment (60 mm adjustment range)

> Always the correct seating position and secure support, no unconscious  
“sliding forward”; correct position of the pelvis

> Long-lasting, non-wearing mechanism; full suspension of the body weight 
even in the bottom seat position; no compression of the spine

> High level of seating comfort regardless of the user’s size; seat always  
in the correct position to the backrest

Armrests
> 3D adjustable (height/depth/width) > Optimum support for the forearms; prevents tension in the shoulder  

and arm muscles

Neck support
> Height and tilt-adjustable; 80 mm vertically, 25° to the front > Support for the neck muscles when the upper body is leaning right back;  

comfortable sitting-lying position possible
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swing up

Characteristics

swing up impresses with a harmonious overall concept. It can 

be felt and seen – in all members of the swing up family and in 

the most diverse applications. Whether an office swivel chair, 

conference swivel chair, cantilever or four-leg chair, swing up 

supports a new and natural way of sitting. At the desk, in 

meetings and anywhere where you wish to provide visitors  

with better seating. In a wide range of colours and features 

that facilitate individual, personal solutions for any office.  

For productive well-being in any situation and position.

swing up product family
Swivel chairs, conference swivel chair,  
four-leg version, cantilever chair
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Specification Benefits

Seat mechanism 
> Similar-Plus mechanism with body-synchronous sequence of movements;  

optional seat tilt adjustment (4 degrees)
> Encourages the natural sequence of movements for physical and  

mental well-being, and thus for more productivity; stimulation of natural 
metabolic processes

Backrest
> Backrest (with membrane cover, flat or full upholstery) with patented 

dorsokinetic joint: backward movements of up to 28° and sideways  
movements of up to 8°

> Height of backrest adjusts (50 mm) by handle; optional lumbar support 
depth adjustment (for backrest with membrane cover and flat upholstery)

> Backrest follows and synchronously supports all backwards and  
sideways movements

> Optimum pressure distribution when leaning back; protrusion of  
the lumbar support is always in the correct position

Seat surface
> Anatomically shaped with seat pan and rising pelvis support

> Seat height adjustment (patented Sedo Lift mechanism)

> Seat depth adjustment (adjustment range 50 mm); upholstery on the  
front edge of the seat can be pulled forward; option of a larger seat 

> Always the correct seating position and secure support, no unconscious  
“sliding forward”; correct position of the pelvis

> Long-lasting, non-wearing mechanism; full suspension of the body weight  
even in the bottom seat position; no compression of the spine

> High level of seating comfort regardless of the user’s size; seat always in  
the correct position to the backrest

Armrests
> 3D adjustable (height/depth/width) > Optimum support for the forearms; prevents tension in the shoulder  

and arm muscles

Neck support
> Height and tilt-adjustable; 55 mm vertically, 35° to the front > Support for the neck muscles when the upper body is leaning right back;  

comfortable sitting-lying position possible
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open mind

Characteristics

open mind uncompromisingly embodies the Sedus idea of 

dynamic sitting. open mind’s optical centre of attention is 

the back frame and backrest support in one piece – optionally 

with semi-transparent, breathable membrane covering or 

closed fabric and leather look. The distinctive shape of  

open mind is enhanced by its exemplary ergonomic qualities: 

the wide opening angle (over 32 degrees) allows maximum 

freedom of movement and a comfortable sitting-lying 

position for relaxing. 

open mind product family
Swivel chair, cantilever chair
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Specification Benefits

Seat mechanism 
> Similar mechanism (opening angle over 32 degrees) with  

body-synchronous sequence of movements; optional seat tilt  
adjustment (4 degrees)

> Maximum freedom of movement and comfort; natural relief for  
the muscles/discs; stimulation of natural metabolic processes

Backrest
> Backrest with membrane cover or additional fabric or leather upholstery;  

optional height-adjustable lumbar support 
> Optimum pressure distribution when leaning back; protrusion of  

the lumbar support is always in the correct position

Seat surface
> Anatomically shaped with rising pelvis support

> Seat height adjustment (patented Sedo Lift mechanism)

> Patented depth adjustment (60 mm greater seat depth)

> Always the correct seating position and secure support, no unconscious  
“sliding forward”; correct position of the pelvis

> Long-lasting, non-wearing mechanism; full suspension of the body weight  
even in the bottom seat position; no compression of the spine

> High level of seating comfort regardless of the user’s size; seat always in  
the correct position to the backrest

Armrests
> 3D adjustable (height/depth/width) > Optimum support for the forearms; prevents tension in the shoulder  

and arm muscles

Neck support
> Height and tilt-adjustable; 105 mm vertically, 25° to the front > Support for the neck muscles when the upper body is leaning right back;  

comfortable sitting-lying position possible
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open up

Characteristics

With an opening angle of up to 45 degrees open up has 

redefined freedom of movement in the office. Another 

ergonomic feature of open up is the flexible backrest 

connection – the dorsokinetics. This results in direct 

adjustment of the backrest to all turning, sideways and 

backwards movements. The wide opening angle allows an 

almost horizontal posture – ideal for relieving the spine 

and relaxing (power nap). The system concept of open up 

is as remarkable as its delicate design, and includes the 

work assistant as well as the conference swivel chair and 

cantilever chair.

open up
Swivel chairs, conference  

swivel chair, cantilever chair,  

work assistant
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Specification Benefits

Seat mechanism 
> Similar mechanism (opening angle up to 45 degrees) with fully  

body-synchronous sequence of movement; optional seat tilt  
adjustment (4 degrees)

> Maximum freedom of movement and comfort; natural relief for  
the muscles/discs; possible to work almost lying down

Backrest
> Patented dorsokinetic suspension of the backrest

> Backrest with membrane cover or additional fabric or leather upholstery;  
optional height-adjustable lumbar support

> Backrest follows all turning, backwards and sideways movements  
synchronously while providing full support for the back

> Optimum pressure distribution when leaning back; protrusion of  
the lumbar support is always in the correct position

Seat surface
> Anatomically shaped with rising pelvis support

> Seat height adjustment (depth suspension)

> Always the correct seating position and secure support, no unconscious  
“sliding forward”; correct position of the pelvis

> Full suspension of the body weight even in the bottom seat position;  
no compression of the spine

Armrests
> 3D adjustable (height/depth/width) > Optimum support for the forearms; prevents tension in the shoulder  

and arm muscles

Neck support
> Height and tilt-adjustable; 90 mm vertically, 80° to the front,  

completely leather-covered
> Support for the neck muscles when the upper body is leaning right back;  

comfortable sitting-lying position possible
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open up modern classic

Characteristics

How can you improve on excellent design? With genuine 

craftsmanship. Sedus open up modern classic is an option 

that appeals to all the senses. One example is the full  

grain, unembossed, soft aniline leather that is a tactile 

experience. At the same time, the lavish upholstery provides 

additional comfort that is further enhanced by the stitched 

cushion effect. Every open up modern classic is hand-made, 

and bears the signature of the Sedus employee who made it. 

Made in Germany in what is possibly its loveliest form.

open up modern classic
Swivel chair
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Specification Benefits

Seat mechanism 
> Similar mechanism (opening angle up to 45 degrees) with fully  

body-synchronous sequence of movement
> Maximum freedom of movement and comfort; natural relief for  

the muscles/discs; possible to work almost lying down

Backrest
> Patented dorsokinetic suspension of the backrest

> Backrest frame with triple stitched back upholstery in premium leather

> Backrest follows all turning, backwards and sideways movements  
synchronously while providing full support for the back

> Optimum pressure distribution when leaning back; additional comfort  
for maximum requirements in the office and conference room

Seat surface
> Anatomically shaped with rising pelvis support

> Seat height adjustment (depth suspension)

> Always the correct seating position and secure support, no unconscious  
“sliding forward”; correct position of the pelvis

> Full suspension of the body weight even in the bottom seat position;  
no compression of the spine

Armrests
> 3D adjustable with leather covers (height/depth/width) > Optimum support for the forearms; prevents tension in the shoulder  

and arm muscles

Neck support
> Height and tilt-adjustable; 90 mm vertically, 80° to the front;  

completely leather-covered
> Support for the neck muscles when the upper body is leaning right back;  

comfortable sitting-lying position possible
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crossline

Characteristics

crossline stands for an entirely new sitting experience.  

The “motor” and heart of this swivel chair is the patented 

Similar-Plus mechanism that ensures all movements are 

absolutely smooth in dynamic sitting. This means even the 

“shirt pull” effect is practically switched off. The movable, 

flexible upholstery constructions of the backrest provides  

the perfect anatomical support for the iliac crest area, gently 

absorbs the movements of the spine and remains in constant 

contact with the back. The controls fit pleasantly in the hand, 

are easy to reach and have clear symbols. This makes even 

setting it a pleasure.

crossline product family
Swivel chairs, conference swivel 
chair, cantilever chair
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Specification Benefits

Seat mechanism 
> Similar-Plus mechanism with pre-selectable backrest opening angle in four 

stages (0°, 11°, 22° and 32°), optional seat tilt adjustment (4 degrees)
> Patented quick adjustment of the backrest pressure
> Fully body-synchronous sequence of movements between the seat  

and backrest

> Maximum freedom of movement and comfort; natural relief for  
the muscles/discs; stimulation of natural metabolic processes

> Single-handed adjustment to the individual user’s weight
> Continuous support of the iliac crest area; prevents the “shirt pull” effect

Backrest
> Backrest with a supporting structure and movable,  

flexible upholstery construction
> Height-adjustable lumbar support (60 mm)
> Fully integrated neck support

> Backrest responds to movements by the human spine without dominating

> Optimum pressure distribution when leaning back
> Support for the neck muscles when the upper body is leaning right back;  

comfortable sitting-lying position possible

Seat surface
> Deep seat pan, generously and softly upholstered
> Seat height adjustment (patented Sedo Lift mechanism)

> Depth adjustment (50 mm) with return function

> Correct seating position and secure support are always guaranteed
> Long-lasting, non-wearing mechanism; full suspension of the body weight 

even in the bottom seat position; no compression of the spine
> Seating comfort for any build and size, seat always in the correct position

Armrests
> 3D adjustable (height/depth/width) > Optimum support for the forearms; prevents tension in the shoulder  

and arm muscles
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crossline prime

Characteristics

crossline prime combines the exception – both in design and  

in ergonomics. The structural heart of crossline prime is the 

patented Similar-Plus mechanism that perfects dynamic sitting 

and encourages relaxed working. Boosted by the innovative 

supporting structure of the backrest that is revealed as an 

eye-catching design element in polished aluminium. Lovely  

and functional at the same time: the chrome-plated aluminium 

armrests with leather covers. The special lines and exclusivity  

of the material of crossline prime allow it to radiate secure 

support and strong dynamics.

crossline prime product family
Swivel chairs, conference swivel 
chair, cantilever chair
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Specification Benefits

Seat mechanism 
> Similar-Plus mechanism with pre-selectable backrest opening angle in four  

stages (0°, 11°, 22° and 32°), optional seat tilt adjustment (4 degrees)
> Patented quick adjustment of the backrest pressure
> Fully body-synchronous sequence of movements between the seat  

and backrest

> Maximum freedom of movement and comfort; natural relief for  
the muscles/discs; stimulation of natural metabolic processes

> Single-handed adjustment to the individual user’s weight
> Continuous support of the iliac crest area; prevents the “shirt pull” effect

Backrest
> Backrest with a supporting structure and movable,  

flexible upholstery construction
> Height-adjustable lumbar support (60 mm)
> Fully integrated neck support

> Backrest responds to movements by the human spine without dominating

> Optimum pressure distribution when leaning back
> Support for the neck muscles when the upper body is leaning right back;  

comfortable sitting-lying position possible

Seat surface
> Deep seat pan, generously and softly upholstered
> Seat height adjustment (patented Sedo Lift mechanism)

> Depth adjustment (50 mm) with return function

> Correct seating position and secure support are always guaranteed
> Long-lasting, non-wearing mechanism; full suspension of the body weight 

even in the bottom seat position; no compression of the spine
> Seating comfort for any build and size, seat always in the correct position

Armrests
> Polished, with leather covers; clear width 465 to 505 mm > Support for the forearms; prevents tension in the shoulder and  

arm muscles
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silent rush

Characteristics

Serenity is the formal style of silent rush. Exemplary ergo-

nomics and comfort are its seating quality. The organic shell 

shape in conjunction with the elaborate upholstery convey a 

new standard in the modern office world: home comfort. The 

visual elegance of silent rush is also reflected in its functional 

details, such as the attractively designed lumbar adjustment 

on the back of the swivel chair. silent rush demonstrates its 

feel-good character equally masterfully in any location and  

in any situation – whether in conference rooms, business 

lounges or foyers.

silent rush product family
Swivel chair, cantilever chair
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Specification Benefits

Seat mechanism 
> Similar mechanism (opening angle of 32 degrees) with body-synchronous  

sequence of movements
> Maximum freedom of movement and comfort even when leaning right back;  

natural relief for the muscles/discs

Backrest
> 2 backrest heights with integrated, attractively designed lumbar  

height adjustment
> With neck cushion, covered optionally in fabric or leather

> Optimum pressure distribution when leaning back; protrusion of  
the lumbar support is always in the correct position

> Support for the neck muscles when the upper body is leaning right back;  
comfortable sitting-lying position possible

Seat surface
> Pleasantly softly upholstered and covered in fabric or leather
> Seat height adjustment (patented Sedo Lift mechanism)

> Pleasant when sitting down and excellent long-term comfort 
> Long-lasting, non-wearing mechanism; full suspension of the body weight 

even in the bottom seat position; no compression of the spine

Armrests
> Integrated in the backrest shell > Support for the forearms; prevents tension in the shoulder and  

arm muscles
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silent rush modern classic

Characteristics

In a work environment that is becoming more and more 

fast-paced, it is time to stop and take stock. Sit down in 

peace and quiet. With a hand-made character that can be 

experienced with every single sense, silent rush modern 

classic adds beneficial accents. Elaborate seam and 

upholstery work and exclusive covers, such as the olive 

leaf-tanned aniline leather, make this design a unique 

experience both in looks and feel. An aesthetic pleasure 

that inspires us to new deeds.

silent rush modern classic
Swivel chair
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Specification Benefits

Seat mechanism 
> Similar mechanism (opening angle of 32 degrees) with body-synchronous  

sequence of movements
> Maximum freedom of movement and comfort even when leaning right back;  

natural relief for the muscles/discs

Backrest
> High backrest, upholstered in thick leather; with integrated, attractively  

designed lumbar height adjustment
> Integrated neck support in leather, stitched

> Optimum pressure distribution when leaning back; protrusion of  
the lumbar support is always in the correct position

> Support for the neck muscles when the upper body is leaning right back;  
comfortable sitting-lying position possible

Seat surface
> Plain look seat upholstery with sink-in effect for the ischial tuberosities;  

leather-covered 
> Seat height adjustment (patented Sedo Lift mechanism)

> Pleasant when sitting down and excellent long-term comfort 

> Long-lasting, non-wearing mechanism; full suspension of the body weight 
even in the bottom seat position; no compression of the spine

Armrests
> Integrated in the backrest shell, completely upholstered in leather > Support for the forearms; prevents tension in the shoulder and  

arm muscles
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se:line

Characteristics

Conference rooms are some of the most important places  

in a company. All of the details have to be just right. And 

conference chairs for sophisticated tastes have to meet high 

standards: Representative design that signalises a distinct 

sense of style. Exceptional workmanship that reflects the 

company’s high standards. Smart technology that provides 

luxurious seating comfort. Sedus se:line combines all  

of these qualities to create a confident design that leaves  

a lasting impression.

se:line
Conference & executive swivel chair
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Specification Benefits

Seat mechanism 
> Innovative construction where the armrests act as a spring return  

mechanism and no conventional chair mechanism is used
> Promotes dynamic sitting while increasing well-being  

and concentration

Backrest
> Backrest covered in fabric or leather, high-quality padding underneath 

made from flexible stretch knit fabric
> Two backrest heights

> High-quality workmanship reflects the company’s high standards
> The sophisticated interior provides a feeling of well-being  

and maximum seating comfort

Seat surface
> Cross-shaped base with glides: central seat suspension,  

height not adjustable
> Cross-shaped base with castors: gas spring with end position  

cushioning for continuous height adjustment

> Both bases: full suspension of the body weight even in the lowest  
seat position, no compression of the spine

Armrests
> Closed armrests flowing in a line, merging into the supporting  

structure of the backrest
> Armrests with black matt UV-resistant coating with leather covers

> No visible technology breaking the lines, no levers disrupting  
a design shaped by a delicate silhouette
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of course

Characteristics

of course is at the top – as naturally as its user is. It embodies 

everything a swivel chair can be when engineering skills and 

design meet at the top limit. The newly developed “independ-

ent fit” technology alone confirms just how much Sedus 

elevates correct sitting to ever-higher levels. The sensuous 

pleasure of of course is just as unlimited – in the details and  

as a whole. The processing of the materials, controls and 

adjustment elements and the trims in an elegant veneer, 

high-gloss lacquer or even Corian® underscore the balance  

of its proportions as a special eye-catcher.

of course product family
Executive swivel chair,  
conference swivel chair

Arm and backrest trim  
in Corian®
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Specification Benefits

Seat mechanism 
> Similar-Plus mechanism with pre-selectable backrest opening angle  

in four stages (0°, 11°, 22° and 32°)

> Patented quick adjustment of the backrest pressure
> Fully body-synchronous sequence of movements between the seat  

and backrest

> Maximum freedom of movement and comfort; natural relief for the 
muscles/discs in any working position; stimulation of natural metabolic 
processes

> Single-handed adjustment to the individual user’s weight
> Full contact between chair and back is assured throughout the entire  

movement range

Backrest
> Ergonomically shaped backrest with lumbar support
> Integrated neck support with “independent fit” technology

> Optimum pressure distribution when leaning back
> Neck support gently moves forward as the user leans back to provide  

active support for the natural shoulder and head position

Seat surface
> Anatomically shaped seat surface with seat pan, pelvis support and  

rounded front edge of seat 
> Multi-layer upholstery construction: supporting moulded foam, additional  

cut foam topping for pressure distribution, filled with fleece wadding
> Seat height adjustment (patented Sedo Lift mechanism)

> Always the correct seating position and secure support; no unconscious  
“sliding forward”; correct position of the pelvis

> Soft initial contact and comfort when sitting down; excellent long-term 
comfort 

> Long-lasting, non-wearing mechanism; full suspension of the body weight  
even in the bottom seat position; no compression of the spine

Armrests
> Integrated armrests > Optimum support for the forearms; prevents stress and tension  

in the shoulder and arm muscles

Trim designs
> Eye-catching trims on the backrest and armrests; versions in leather, 

lacquer, wood veneer or Corian®
> Individual designs to the user’s preferences; perfectly matched to  

the situation in the room
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mr. 24

Characteristics

Nothing brings mr. 24 to its knees – even not a body weight 

of 200 kg. It was designed for the toughest constant loads, 

24 hours around the clock – typical of 3-shift operations, 

for instance in control and monitoring rooms. Ergonomics, 

material quality, mechanical strength, seating comfort: all 

are to the highest standards of quality. This makes mr. 24  

a genuine safety factor for these workplaces.

mr. 24 product family
Swivel chair

Backrest with integrated height  
and depth-adjustable Schukra  
lumbar support
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Specification Benefits

Seat mechanism 
> Similar mechanism (opening angle of 32 degrees) with body-synchronous  

sequence of movements; optional seat tilt adjustment (4 degrees)
> Maximum freedom of movement and comfort; natural relief for the  

muscles/discs; stimulation of natural metabolic processes

Backrest
> The backrest is generously dimensioned with firm upholstery;  

the all-round edge frame in PUR protects the upholstery against wear

> Backrest with integrated height and depth-adjustable Schukra  
lumbar support

> Even for use in 24-hour shift operations, suitable for people weighing  
up to 200 kg, perfectly integrated controls for quick, intuitive adjustment 
to the user’s individual height and build

> Optimum pressure distribution when leaning back

Seat surface
> Anatomically shaped with seat pan and rising pelvis support

> Seat height adjustment (patented Sedo Lift mechanism)

> Patented depth adjustment (60 mm adjustment range)

> Firm seat upholstery with all-round edge protection

> Always the right seating position and secure support in dynamic sitting;  
no unconscious “sliding forward”; correct position of the pelvis

> Long-lasting, non-wearing mechanism; full suspension of the body weight  
even in the bottom seat position; no compression of the spine

> High level of seating comfort regardless of the user’s size; seat always  
in the correct position to the backrest

> For durability and the toughest constant loads of the kind that is normal  
in 24-hour shift operations

Armrests
> Robust armrests, 3D adjustable, lockable in any desired position > Optimum support for the forearms; prevents stress and tension  

in the shoulder and arm muscles

Neck supports
> Height-adjustable neck support; leather covered and softly upholstered,  

height adjusts on five stages (50 mm); functional neck support, height  
and tilt-adjustable (50 mm vertically, 22.5° to the front/back)

> For optimum comfort when leaning back and perfect relief of strain  
on the neck muscles even when leaning right back
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turn around

Characteristics

With project work, the focus is on the culture of dialogue, 

dynamics and mobility more than in any other area of office 

activity. From working at high desks to temporary workplaces 

– wherever people work together and flexibility is required, the 

strengths of turn around come to the fore. Whether as a high 

desk chair or a swivel chair: with its comfortable upholstery 

and the round shape, turn around literally snuggles up and 

provides pleasant support when you move. Thanks to the 

ergonomic design, any seat position is immediately perceived  

as ideal – without first having to adjust anything.

turn around product family
high desk chair, swivel chair

The seat shell goes along with every movement  
and tilts backwards and forwards
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Specification Benefits

Seat mechanism 
> The bottom of the shell ends with a form-fit to the swing mechanism > The seat shell goes along with every movement and tilts backwards  

and forwards

Backrest
> One-piece shell made of polypropylene; sidecut backrest with wrap-around  

shell contour
> Upholstery with an all-round upholstered surface at the backrest  

interface, integrated armrest pads and lumbar support shape

> Encourages changes in position with the most diverse seating positions 

> Provides comfortable support in any seating position; provides optimum  
support for the back

Seat surface
> In a round basic shape with a dynamic, all-round chamfer on the front  

seat edge
> Seat height adjustment (gas spring with end position cushioning for  

continuous height adjustment) 

> Getting on from the side and standing sitting are made easier

> Full suspension of the body weight even in the bottom seat position;  
no compression of the spine
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